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Main purpose:Main purpose: parametric investigation of the effect of some parametric investigation of the effect of some 
important factors on soil important factors on soil –– structure interaction:structure interaction:

1. Stiffness of the frame,
2. Type and rigidity of the foundation and
3. Simulation of soil performance

• Redistribution of forces and moments V/V0 and Μ/Μ0
• Development of differential settlements

V: vertical load of the first column 
M: bending moment (maxM for the moment of the 
spans and minM for the moment of the support)

V0 and Μ0 : based on absolutely undeformed soil paradox  
(ignorance of interaction)



a) 2 typical cases of framed structures,
b) relative rigidity of the structure through dimensionless 

ratio: RB = Eb xJ/Exl3

c) soil: as linear elastic or as elastoplastic medium c) soil: as linear elastic or as elastoplastic medium 
(cohesive and cohesionless soil)(cohesive and cohesionless soil)

ANALYSES (PLAXIS V.8 Professional):

Two – dimensional program (finite element method)



Influence of the foundation type:Influence of the foundation type:

OneOne –– storey frame of two spans founded on storey frame of two spans founded on isolated footingsisolated footings: : 
three different equivalent thickness values of the beam: three different equivalent thickness values of the beam: 
ddff=0,15=0,15m, dm, dmm=0,40=0,40m and dm and drr=0,80=0,80m.m.

The same storey frame founded on The same storey frame founded on raft foundationraft foundation: thickness : thickness 
of the plateof the plate: t=0,20m and t=1,50m, : t=0,20m and t=1,50m, thickness of the beam: thickness of the beam: 
ddff=0,15=0,15m and dm and drr=0,80=0,80m.m.

Soil: Soil: linear elastic medium for various values of linear elastic medium for various values of elasticity elasticity 
modulus Emodulus E
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Results:Results: a) a) for low values of relative stiffness: for low values of relative stiffness: case of isolated footingscase of isolated footings 
similar to the case of raft foundationsimilar to the case of raft foundation

b) b) in cases of raft foundationin cases of raft foundation: soil : soil –– structure interaction has structure interaction has 
little effect on the frame, either for rigid raft foundation or little effect on the frame, either for rigid raft foundation or for cases of for cases of 
high values Ehigh values E



Development of the final differential settlements:Development of the final differential settlements:

Calculation of Calculation of ΔΔs between two adjacent columns and examination of s between two adjacent columns and examination of 
ΔΔss//l versus ratios Vl versus ratios V//VV00 or or ΜΜ//ΜΜ00 (V is the vertical load of(V is the vertical load of the first the first 
column andcolumn and M M is the bending moment, is the bending moment, VV00 and and ΜΜ00 for for undeformed undeformed 
soil).soil).

Results:Results: for relatively flexible frames and even for high values of for relatively flexible frames and even for high values of 
rotation rotation ΔΔss//l there has been little change in V and M values, in both l there has been little change in V and M values, in both 
types of the foundation.types of the foundation.

Comparison:
1-storey frame of 2 spans founded on isolated footings
4-storey frame of 5 spans founded on raft foundation
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Effect of soil simulation:Effect of soil simulation:
FourFour –– storey building founded storey building founded 
on raft foundationon raft foundation
Frame of medium flexibilityFrame of medium flexibility
((ddmm=0,26=0,26mm))
Elastoplastic model according Elastoplastic model according 
to Mohrto Mohr –– CoulombCoulomb’’s theory s theory 
(purely cohesive and purely (purely cohesive and purely 
cohesionless soil) cohesionless soil) 

Results: (concerning the frame)Results: (concerning the frame)
No differences between flexible No differences between flexible 
and rigid raft foundation (for the and rigid raft foundation (for the 
same soil simulation)same soil simulation)
Important differences between Important differences between 
cases of linear elastic and cases of linear elastic and 
elastoplastic mediumelastoplastic medium0,80
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significant changes in significant changes in 
bending momentsbending moments

(MaxM and minM (MaxM and minM 
correspond to the span correspond to the span 
and support of the and support of the 
foundation respectively, foundation respectively, 
(linear elastic soil)(linear elastic soil)

maxMmaxM rr and minMand minM rr
represent the bending represent the bending 
moments for extremely moments for extremely 
rigid foundation rigid foundation 
((tt=1,50=1,50mm) and very ) and very 
compressible soil)compressible soil)
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maxMmaxM ee , minM, minM ee , based on linear elastic model, based on linear elastic model
maxMmaxM, minM, based on elastoplastic model, minM, based on elastoplastic model



Conclusions:Conclusions:

Extremely flexible raft foundation can lead to similar results tExtremely flexible raft foundation can lead to similar results to those o those 
conducted by cases of isolated footings. conducted by cases of isolated footings. Loading magnitudes have not Loading magnitudes have not 
been practically influenced by interaction, been practically influenced by interaction, in cases of either very in cases of either very 
flexible frame or very rigid raft foundation.flexible frame or very rigid raft foundation.
LoadingLoading magnitudes magnitudes have not seemed to be influenced by the relative have not seemed to be influenced by the relative 
rigidity of the frame when applying elastoplastic model, though rigidity of the frame when applying elastoplastic model, though they they 
seem to change when applying linear elastic oneseem to change when applying linear elastic one..
Significant differences are observed in bending moments of the Significant differences are observed in bending moments of the 
foundation slab, mainly in cases of high values E. However, simifoundation slab, mainly in cases of high values E. However, similar lar 
results are noted between cohesive and cohesionless soil simulatresults are noted between cohesive and cohesionless soil simulation. ion. 
(elastoplastic model)(elastoplastic model)
The finite element method: easy way to investigate the effect ofThe finite element method: easy way to investigate the effect of every every 
factor which influence the results.factor which influence the results.
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